
Introduction

Hypoglossal (XII) MNs contribute to a number of 
rhythmic motor behaviors that are functional from 
the time of birth including suckling, swallowing, 
chewing and breathing (Bartlett et al., 1990). Our 
interest in XII MNs derives primarily from their role 
in respiration where they mediate tonic and phasic 
increases in the tone of the genioglossus muscle, a 

tongue protruder that helps maintain upper airway 
patency. Their critical role in airway control was 
emphasized in the mid-70’s with the demonstration 
that reduced muscle tone in the tongue is a signifi-
cant contributor to obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) 
(Sauerland and Harper, 1976; Remmers et al., 1978). 
This observation, combined with the utility of XII 
MNs for in vitro analysis of basic questions of neu-
ronal excitability and signal processing, make these 
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A B S T R A C T
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neurons among the best characterized in the central 
nervous system. Intrinsic membrane properties, glu-
tamatergic, glycinergic and GABAergic synaptic 
properties as well as mechanisms by which multiple 
neuromodulatory systems (including those that show 
state-dependent changes in activity) affect informa-
tion processing have been extensively examined 
(Berger, 2000; Rekling et al., 2000). The main focus 
of this article is on the role played by the neuro-
modulator, norepinephrine (NE), in modulating the 
activity of XII MNs. The influence of NE on XII MN 
output changes dramatically during perinatal devel-
opment (Funk et al., 1994; Kubin and Volgin, 2008) 
and it is one of the main modulators underlying state-
dependent changes in the excitability of XII MNs. 
Improper development of noradrenergic networks 
and loss of noradrenergic drive during sleep are also 
implicated in sleep disordered breathing in infants 
and adults, OSA (Remmers et al., 1978; Mezzanotte 
et al., 1992; Fenik et al., 2004; Fenik et al., 2005a; 
Chan et al., 2006; Horner, 2009), SIDS (Denoroy et 
al., 1987; Sawaguchi et al., 2003; Hilaire, 2006), Rett 
Syndrome (RS) (Viemari et al., 2005), and attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder (Comings et al., 2000).
Discussion will focus specifically on: i) postnatal 
developmental of the noradrenergic system involved 
in modulating XII MN excitability with a specific 
focus on maturation of noradrenergic cells groups, 
NE innervation of the XII nucleus and XII MN sen-
sitivity to NE; ii) the importance of noradrenergic 
signaling in mediating the changes in XII MN excit-
ability that occur with transition between sleep-wake 
states, especially its role in REM sleep atonia, and; 
iii) implications and evidence for functional com-
partmentalization of noradrenergic inputs to specific 
parts of the XII MN dendritic tree. Discussions of 
serotonergic, cholinergic and peptidergic modula-
tion of XII MN excitability are available elsewhere 
(Bayliss et al., 1997; Berger, 2000; Rekling et al., 
2000; Horner, 2008b, 2009; Dempsey et al., 2010).

Postnatal developmental of the 
noradrenergic system that modulates 
XII MN excitability

A complete understanding of the postnatal ontog-
eny of the noradrenergic system and its potential 
significance for modulating the excitability of XII 

MNs requires that it be considered at three levels of 
organization. These include the developmental time 
course over which: (i) noradrenergic cell groups 
innervating the XII nucleus develop the noradrener-
gic phenotype (i.e. the ability to produce and release 
NE); (ii) NE-containing neuron terminals innervate 
the XII nucleus and (iii) XII MNs become sensi-
tive to norepinephrine, which is determined by the 
developmental expression of NE receptor subtypes, 
relevant signaling cascades and membrane delimited 
ion channel effectors.

Ontogeny of noradrenergic cell groups 
that innervate the XII nucleus
The formaldehyde-induced fluorescence or Falck-
Hillarp staining technique (Falck and Torp, 1962) 
was originally used to identify catecholamine con-
taining cell groups in the brain. However, as this 
method does not distinguish between the different 
catecholamines, immunohistochemical techniques 
utilizing antibodies against specific catecholamine 
synthesizing enzymes tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), 
dopamine-b-hydroxylase (DBH) and phenyletha-
nolamine-N-methyltransferase (PNMT) are now 
widely used to characterize the distribution of dopa-
minergic, noradrenergic and adrenergic neurons, 
respectively.
Catacholamine cell groups are distributed through-
out the CNS. The brainstem contains three adren-
ergic (C1-C3), seven noradrenergic (A1-A7) and 
three dopaminergic cell groups (A8-A10; midbrain) 
while the forebrain contains seven dopaminergic cell 
groups (A11-17) (Pearson et al., 1983; Hokfelt et 
al., 1984; Barnes et al., 1988; Smeets and Gonzalez, 
2000). However, the A3 cell group, originally 
identified in the dorsal aspect of the inferior oli-
vary nucleus (Dahlström and Fuxe, 1964), has not 
been consistently identified (Smeets and Gonzalez, 
2000). In addition, more recent immunohistochemi-
cal analyses suggest that the majority of the A2 
cell group is dopaminergic or adrenergic but not 
noradrenergic (Kalia et al., 1985a, 1985b; Smeets 
and Gonzalez, 2000). The noradrenergic cell groups 
innervating the XII nucleus include the Locus sub-
coeruleus (LsC) (a caudo-ventral extension of A6), 
A7 and A5 cell groups (Aldes et al., 1992). Original 
reports indicated that the majority (69%) derives 
from the LsC, while A7 (21%) and A5 groups (10%) 
make more minor contributions (Aldes et al., 1992). 
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However, more recent data indicate that neurons of 
the A7 group have the highest proportion of axonal 
projections to the XII nucleus (Rukhadze and Kubin, 
2007b). Consistent with this, inhibition of the A7 
group, but not LsC or A5, reduces spontaneous 
XII nerve activity in anesthetized rats (Fenik et al., 
2008). Thus, LsC may not be the dominant source 
of input. This question will remain unanswered until 
the density and specific distribution of NE terminals 
in the XII nucleus that derive from each cell group 
is determined.
Despite the fact that TH does not distinguish between 
dopaminergic, adrenergic or noradrenergic neurons, 
it has been most widely used to study the develop-
ment of catacholamine cell groups. Rats and mice 
are primarily used in these studies due to their short 
gestation period lasting ~19 and 21 days (E19-E21) 
respectively. The noradrenergic cells, as detected 
by TH immunoreactivity, are first evident at E12.5 
in rats when neurons are still migrating and distinct 
cell groups are evident by E13.5. By E18 in rat, dis-
tribution and morphology of TH-containing neurons 
resembles that of the adult (Specht et al., 1981a, b). 
In humans catacholamine neurons attain adult-like 
distribution patterns by 14.5 weeks of gestation and 
adult-like morphology by 25 weeks of gestation 
(Lorke et al., 2003).
These systems/cell groups, however, are not mature 
at birth. In fact they do not reach maturity until some 
time after the second postnatal week (Fukuda et al., 
1989; Aldes et al., 1996). The biosynthetic capacity 
of the catacholamine neurons to produce catechol-
amines in rat, for example, does not mature until 
postnatal day 14-21 in rats. TH activity in brainstem 
catecholamine cell groups, assessed by measuring 
L-DOPA via high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy coupled with electrochemical detection on tissue 
micro-punched from regions containing A1, A2, 
A5, A6 and A7 noradrenergic cell groups, increases 
sharply during the first three days of development 
and again between P14 and 21 (Roux et al., 2003). 
Of these groups, changes in A5 and A7 are most 
relevant in the context of understanding the ontogeny 
of XII modulation by NE. The third group that pro-
vides NE innervation to the XII nucleus has not been 
examined. We therefore quantified the optical den-
sity (O.D.) of TH immunolabeling in the LsC of mice 
at ages P0, 3, 7, 14, 21 and adult. O.D. is reported 
relative to levels measured at P0 (Fig 1A, B). O.D. 

of TH immunolabeling in LsC increased 11.6 ± 2.4% 
(n = 387 neurons) in LsC between P0 and P3. TH 
O.D. peaked at P14 at levels that were 29.4 ± 4.7% 
greater than P0 values (n = 354). TH O.D. remained 
at these levels at P21 but then decreased by adult-
hood to levels that were 12.9 ± 5.0% greater that P0 
(n = 373); this level of staining was lower than at P14 
but significantly higher than at P0.
A limitation of these TH data is that NE synthesis 
is also dependent on DBH activity. Thus, devel-
opment of the NE phenotype requires analysis of 
DBH, or alternatively NE labeling. We therefore 
quantified the O.D. of NE immunolabeling in the 
LsC of mice at the same ages as reported for TH 
(Fig. 2). The O.D. of NE immunolabeling in LsC 
followed a developmental profile similar to that of 
TH, but the changes were much more dramatic. NE 
OD increased 38 ± 9% (n = 376) in LsC, between 
P0 and P3. The relative O.D. of NE labeling in the 
LsC cell group continued to increase over the first 
week and peaked at P7 (104 ± 13%; n = 349) where 
it plateaued until P14 (94 ± 5%; n = 355). NE O.D. 
then decreased significantly by P21 (27 ± 8%; n 
= 316, Fig 2) to levels that remained significantly 
higher than at birth. In adulthood, the relative O.D. 
of NE immunolabeling (-19 ± 6%; n = 312) was 
significantly lower than at birth.

Noradrenergic innervation of the XII nucleus
The XII nucleus contains MNs that innervate a 
number of functionally distinct tongue muscles. 
These MNs are somatotopically organized within 
the nucleus. Of greatest relevance to airway control 
during breathing are the extrinsic tongue protrud-
ers, the largest of which is the genioglossus muscle. 
Although oversimplified and species differences 
exist, the general pattern is that genioglossus MNs 
are located in the ventro-medial aspect of the XII 
nucleus and innervate the genioglossus muscle via 
the medial branch of the XII nerve (Krammer et al., 
1979; Sokoloff and Deacon, 1992; Sokoloff, 1993; 
Dobbins and Feldman, 1995). Genioglossus MNs 
participate in chewing, swallowing and breathing 
(Bieger, 1991), and there is also some somatotopic 
separation of genioglossus with respect to specific 
behaviors. For example, genioglossus MNs located 
rostral to obex are biased toward involvement in 
inspiration and those caudal to obex with chewing 
(Yasuda et al., 2002). The adult pattern is apparent 
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Fig. 1. - Development of TH immunoreactivity in the Locus subCoeruleus. (A) Micrographs, in the transverse plane, 
of TH immunolabeled LsC neurons of P0, P3, P14 and adult mice (n = 6/age group). The dorsoventral orientation 
of each image (d - v) and the edge closest to midline (ml) are indicated and are the same in each panel. (B) 
Histogram of average optical density of cells in the LsC at P0 (n = 367 cells), P3 (n = 342 cells), P7 (n = 387 cells), 
P14 (n = 354 cells), P21 (n = 345 cells) and Adult (n = 373 cells) relative to the average optical density at P0. The 
vertical axis extends from 60-260 to cover range of optical densities observed with NE immunoreactivity (Fig. 2). 
Dashed line indicates optical density of TH labeling at P0 (100%). Vertical bars represent SE; * Optical density values 
are significantly different from those in P0 mice; Y Significantly different from P3 mice; § Significantly different from 
P7 mice; D Significantly different from P14 mice; g Significantly different from P21 mice.
Methods: All experiments (Figs. 1-8) were approved by the University of Alberta or Auckland animal ethics committees. 
Experiments were performed on Swiss CD mice of either sex. Males and females were used for all ages except adults, 
which comprised males only. Day of birth was designated as P0. For detection of TH immunolabeling, mice were 
anesthetized (n = 36, 6 in each of 6 age groups), and transcardially perfused (4% formaldehyde, 0.5% gluteraldehyde 
in 0.1 M phosphate buffer). The tissue was cryoprotected by incubation in 10% (12 h) and then 30% (23 h) sucrose 
solutions. Brainstem tissue was blocked and stored at -80°C until tissue from all age groups was collected. Tissue 
from all age groups was then cryosectioned (30 mm) and processed simultaneously and identically. Data were only 
included from experimental runs in which immunolabeling was successful in all age groups, as this was essential to 
permit comparison between age groups. A single experiment comprised the analysis of sections from all age groups 
that were processed at the same time under the same conditions. Images of TH (and NE in Fig. 2) immunostaining in 
LsC were captured using a Leitz Wetzlar (Dialux 20) microscope attached to a CCD video camera and frame grabber 
(JVC, KY-F450). All images were captured under identical conditions, with aperture size, light intensity and exposure 
time set manually. Images were imported into NIH Image (v. 1.61), converted into 256 gray scales. The OD of individual 
neurons was defined as the OD of the cytoplasmic (i.e., non-nuclear) region only minus background O.D. O.D. values 
are normalized relative to those of the P0 animal within each run. Normalized data for each run (6 animals, 1 from 
each age) were pooled and averaged. Developmental changes in TH (and NE labeling in Fig. 2) in LsC neurons were 
assessed using a two-way analysis of variance, followed by a multiple comparison test using SAS 6.1.
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as early as postnatal day 2 (Sokoloff, 1993) and 
probably earlier since programmed MN cell death is 
complete prior to birth (Friedland et al., 1995).
Due to the somatotopic organization of the XII 

nucleus, a full understanding of the functional signif-
icance of any modulatory input requires that its dis-
tribution be assessed in relation to this somatotopy. 
TH immunoreactive fibers are first evident in the XII 

Fig. 2. - Development of NE immunoreactivity in the Locus subCoeruleus. (A) Micrographs of NE immunolabeled 
LsC neurons of P0, P3, P14, and adult mice. The dorsoventral orientation of each image (d - v) and the edge clos-
est to midline (ml) are the same in each panel. (B) Histogram of average optical density of cells in the LsC at P0 
(n = 353 cells, n = 6 animals), P3 (n = 376 cells, n = 6 animals), P7 (n = 349 cells, n = 6 animals), P14 (n = 355 cells, 
n = 6 animals), P21 (n = 316 cells, n = 6 animals) and adult (n = 312 cells, n = 6 animals) relative to the average 
optical density at P0. Dashed line indicates optical density of NE labeling at P0 (100%). Vertical bars represent SE; 
* Optical density values are significantly different from those in P0 mice; Y Significantly different from P3 mice; § 
Significantly different from P7 mice; D Significantly different from P14 mice; g Significantly different from P21 mice. 
Methods: Tissue collection for detection of NE immunolabeling was similar to that for TH except that mice were 
perfused with 5% gluteraldehyde before brainstem and spinal cord were removed and post-fixed in PBS solution 
containing 5% gluteraldehyde. NE immunohistochemistry was performed on every third section through the LsC. 
Free floating sections were washed in PBS+, incubated in 0.3% H2O2 (1 h), 100 mM sodium borohydride (20 min for 
antigen retrieval), washed in PBS+ (10 min), incubated in 10% sheep serum (1 hr), incubated in the primary anti-
body (polyclonal rabbit anti-NE, Chemicon International, 1:5000 for LsC and 1:2000 for XII, 5°C, shaken every 12 h). 
Sections were then washed (PBS+, 3 x 30 min), immersed in biotinylated anti-rabbit IgG (1:400, 24 h), washed (PBS+, 
3 x 30 min), incubated in ExtrAvidin-peroxidase conjugate (1:1000, 24 h), and washed (PBS+, 3 x 30 min). Following 
the DAB reaction, sections were slide-mounted, air-dried and cover-slipped with hystomount. Sections processed 
concurrently in the absence of primary antibody showed no labeling.
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nucleus at E16 in rats (Aldes et al., 1996). The topo-
graphic distribution of catacholamine innervation of 
the XII nucleus assessed at E19 using TH labeling is 
reported to be adult-like, with preferential targeting 
of the ventromedial region of the nucleus (Aldes, 
1990; Aldes et al., 1996) that contains genioglos-
sus MNs. However, immunolabeling for NE in the 
spinal cord varies considerably with respect to both 
distribution pattern and the density of the innerva-
tion during postnatal development (Rajaofetra et al., 
1992), suggesting a disparity between identifying NE 
terminal density with TH vs. NE. Our analysis of NE 
terminal density in the XII nucleus of the postnatal 
mouse reveals dramatic postnatal changes in NE var-
icosities. This is illustrated in mice at two time points 
groups (P3 and P14) by darkfield images showing 
NE immunolabeling in the ventromedial portion of 
the XII nucleus at the level of obex (Fig. 3A).
At the first level of analysis, the total number of 
varicosities counted within the nucleus (from a total 
of four 30 mm sections, one at each rostrocaudal 
division of the XII nucleus) was reported per animal 
to get a global estimate of NE innervation in the 
different age groups (Fig. 3B, n = 6 animals/age 
group). At birth, NE-immunolabeled terminals in 
the XII nucleus were present but sparse (980 ± 200 
boutons and 1380 ± 410 mm2). However, by P3 both 
the number and area covered by NE-immunolabeled 
varicosities increased on average to 1620 ± 380 bou-
tons and 2470 ± 800 mm2 respectively. This increase 
continued over the first week reaching levels of 
3240 ± 360 boutons and 5960 ± 570 mm2 at P7. 
Levels peaked by the second week of development 
when 6190 ± 380 NE labeled terminals, more than 
6-fold greater than at P0, occupied an area of 13960 
± 1325 mm2. After peaking at P14, NE terminals 
decreased in number to 4970 ± 580 boutons, occu-
pying an area of 10050 ± 1200 mm2 at P21 and 3430 
± 380 boutons and 7430 ± 1130 mm2 in the adult. 
Despite the dramatic fall after P14, levels in the 
adult were still more than 3 times greater than at P0, 
and similar to those measured at P7. By adulthood 
it is clear that innervation patterns are not uniform. 
The ventromedial, caudal regions of the XII nucleus 
contains higher numbers of noradrenergic varicosi-
ties than any other part of the XII nucleus nucleus 
(Aldes, 1990; Aldes et al., 1996; Rukhadze et al., 
2010). A more detailed developmental analysis of 
NE terminal innervation patterns along the rostro-

caudal and dorsoventral axes of the XII nucleus in 
relation to its somatotopic organization is required.

Ontogeny of XII motoneuron responsive-
ness to NE
Ontogeny of noradrenergic receptor subtype 
expression in XII MNs

NE achieves its signaling actions by binding to a 
diversity of G-protein coupled receptors that are 
classified into three main subtypes. a1 receptors 
comprise a1a, a1b, and a1d receptors (McCune et al., 
1993; Weinberg et al., 1994; Alonso-Llamazares 
et al., 1995); a2 receptors subdivide into a2a, a2b 
and a2c receptors (Zeng et al., 1990; McCune et al., 
1993; Rosin et al., 1996; Talley et al., 1996), while 
b receptors include b1 and b2 receptors (Nicholas et 
al., 1993). All of these are differentially expressed 
throughout the central nervous system (Nicholas et 
al., 1996; Day et al., 1997).
Autoradiographic studies report high levels of 
a1-noradrenergic receptors in the midbrain and 
brainstem of new born rats (Jones et al., 1985a,b; 
Bartolome et al., 1987) that change little over the first 
week of development, but proliferate over the second 
week to peak at P15 (Bartolome et al., 1987). The 
increase in receptor binding is followed by decreases 
over the third and fourth weeks of postnatal develop-
ment to reach adult levels, which are lower than in 
the newborn (Bartolome et al., 1987). a1-noradre-
nergic receptor binding (autoradiography) in the 
XII nucleus appears similar to that in the brainstem. 
Binding is present at birth and then increases over 
the first three postnatal weeks (Jones et al., 1985b; 
Bartolome et al., 1987). Antibodies to the a1 recep-
tor subtypes are available but there are significant 
concerns about their selectivity (Jensen et al., 2009). 
Single-cell reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction (RT-PCR) analysis of mRNA for all adren-
ergic receptor subtypes expressed by dissociated XII 
MNs indicates that the a1b receptor is the predomi-
nant subtype (Volgin et al., 2001). Transcripts for a1a 
and a1d receptors were rarely detected.
Amongst the a2 receptors, a2C mRNA is rare while 
a2A mRNA has not been detected in XII MNs 
(Nicholas et al., 1993; Volgin et al., 2001). However, 
immunohistochemical studies using subtype selec-
tive antibodies against a2A (Talley et al., 1996) and 
a2C receptors (Rosin et al., 1996) suggest a role for 
these receptors in the XII nucleus of adult rat, but 
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Fig. 3. - Developmental innervation of the XII nucleus by NE immunoreactive fibres. A) Dark field micrographs of NE 
immunoreactivity in the ventromedial quadrant of the hypoglossal nucleus of P3 and P14 mice. The dorsoventral 
orientation of each image (d - v) and the edge closest to midline (ml) are the same in each panel. B) Histograms 
showing average number of NE labeled varicosities (sum of all varicosities at all 4 rostrocaudal levels) and (C) the 
area occupied by these varicosities in the XII nucleus in P0, P3, P7, P14, P21 and adult mice (n = 6 in each age 
group). Vertical bars represent SE; * NE labeling values are significantly different from P0 mice; Y Significantly differ-
ent from P3 mice; § Significantly different from P7 mice; D Significantly different from P14 mice; g Significantly different 
from P21 mice. Methods: Immunolabeling of NE terminals in the XII nucleus was performed as described for LsC neu-
rons (Fig. 2) except that alternate sections were processed and peroxidase staining of NE terminals used a 10-15 min 
DAB reaction to maximize detection. Images of NE immunolabeled terminals in the XII nucleus were captured (40 x) 
using a CCD camera (Zeiss Axiocam HRc, 24 bit color) attached to a transmitted light microscope (Axioskop2 Mot 
Plus, Carl Zeiss, Germany). The XII nucleus extends significantly in the rostrocaudal direction and NE innervation may 
differ along this axis. The XII nucleus was sub-divided into four rostro-caudal segments (two were caudal to obex, 
one was at obex and one was rostral to obex) and images taken at all segments. For our initial analysis, labeling 
at all levels was pooled to quantify total NE innervation within the nucleus. Identical conditions/settings were used 
between age groups for image acquisition (Image-Pro PLUS). The background labeling varied between age groups, 
thus different combinations of brightness and contrast values (referred to as the mask) were used for each age 
group to highlight labeled varicosities. The mask was saved and applied to all images from a specific age group 
to generate an automated count of the number of NE labeled boutons and a measure of the area occupied by 
these structures. Manual counts of varicosities, performed in 3 complete developmental runs, were virtually identi-
cal to automated counts, verifying the accuracy of the automated process. Statistical analysis of developmental 
changes in NE terminal labeling involved comparing both the number of NE-containing boutons and area occupied 
by NE labeling using 6 x 4 x 4 factorial model in log-linear scale to account for heteroscedascity using the statistical 
analysis package R 2.1.0 (R Foundation, from http://www.r-project.org). The multi-factorial ANOVA was followed by 
a multiple comparison test to identify differences. Values of P < 0.05 were assumed significant.

development analysis is incomplete. The a2-adrener-
gic receptor is present in brainstem of human fetuses 
in mid-gestation, but receptor density decreases dur-
ing fetal development (Mansouri et al., 2001; Happe 
et al., 2004). Significant a2 receptor density remains 

at birth and levels appear to increase over the first 
five postnatal days before deceasing to adult levels 
similar to those at birth (Happe et al., 2004).
Original autoradiographic studies suggested b 
receptor expression (Rainbow et al., 1984) in XII 
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MNs, but these data are constrained by ligand bind-
ing specificity. Immunohistochemical studies with 
subtype selective b receptor antibodies (Tohyama 
et al., 1989) also suggest b receptor expression in 
XII nucleus of adult rat, but single XII MN RT-PCR 
analysis did not detect b1 or b2 mRNA (Nicholas et 
al., 1993; Volgin et al., 2001).

Ontogeny of noradrenergic modulation of XII 
motoneuron inspiratory output and underlying 
mechanisms

The sensitivity of XII MNs to NE was assessed in 
Swiss CD mice at P0, 3, 14, 21 and P45-55 (adult). 
Currents are reported as peak currents (pA) and cur-
rent densities (pA/pF) to control for developmental 
increases in MN size. NE evoked inward currents in 
all MNs tested, but sensitivity changed dramatically 
during development. As shown for individual MNs 
(Fig. 4A) and group data (Fig. 4B), peak currents 
and current densities increased significantly over the 
first two weeks, plateaued between P14 and P21 and 
then declined significantly in adulthood (refer to the 
Fig. 4 caption for details of the statistical analysis). 
At P0, inward NE currents averaged 42.8 ± 4.4 pA or 
2.4 ± 0.3 pA/pF (n = 14). After just three days, NE 
currents averaged 81 ± 11 pA or 3.0 ± 0.4 pA/pF (n 
= 17), which represents increases of ~80% and 25% 
over P0 values, respectively. NE currents increased 
continually between P3 and 14 reaching values 
of 147 ± 27 pA (n = 6) or 4.0 ± 0.7 pA/pF at P14 
which is an ~80% and 33% increase compared to P3. 
Currents were similar at P21 (132.4 ± 10.8 pA; 4.0 
± 0.2 pA/pF; n = 6), but decreased significantly by 
adulthood where they averaged 81 ± 16 pA and 1.63 
± 0.7pA/pF. As expected based on previous analysis 
of juvenile rat XII MNs (Parkis et al., 1995), NE cur-
rents in mouse MNs were associated with significant 
changes in neuronal input resistance (RN) that paral-
leled developmental changes in current magnitude. 
Baseline RN values fell significantly during develop-
ment from 186 ± 27 (n = 11) MW at P0, to 149 ± 13 
MW (n = 12), 92 ± 6 MW (n = 6), 86 ± 10 MW (n = 
6), and 68 ± 5 MW (n = 5) at P3, P14, P21 and adult, 
respectively. At P0 NE induced a significant 5.7 ± 
3.3% (n = 8) increase in RN. This effect increased 
at P3 (14.0 ± 3.6%, n = 12), peaked at P14 (61.7 ± 
9.9%, n = 7) and then declined at P21 (39.0 ± 2.6%, 
n = 6) and adult stages (16.9 ± 5.5%, n = 5).
The increase in XII MN sensitivity to NE over the 
first two weeks is associated with a 9-fold poten-

tiation of XII MN inspiratory output (by exogenous 
NE) (Funk et al., 1993; Selvaratnam et al., 1998), 
reflecting an interaction between two different 
receptor mechanisms. The predominant a1 receptor-
mediated, postsynaptic potentiation increases post-
natally and is complimented by a small b receptor 
mediated potentiation. The a1 potentiating effects 
reflect at least two main actions. First, a1 recep-
tor activation potentiates glutamatergic inspiratory 
synaptic currents. The underlying mechanism is not 
fully characterized but likely involves activation of 
protein kinase C (PKC). a1-adrenergic receptors are 
classically considered to couple to the Gq/11-protein 
(Wu et al., 1992; Wise et al., 1995), which initi-
ate a signal cascade by activating phospholipase C 
(PLC)-induced hydrolysis of phosphatidyinositol-
4,5-biphosphate (PIP2), which in turn generates 
the second messengers inositol-(1,4,5)-trisphosphate 
(IP3) and diacyl-glycerol (DAG). The IP3 triggers 
the release of intracellular Ca2+, which together with 
DAG activates protein kinase C (PKC) (Zhong and 
Minneman, 1999), which in turn may phosphorylate 
AMPA receptors that mediate inspiratory drive. 
PKC-dependent potentiation of XII MN inspiratory 
synaptic currents has not been directly demonstrat-
ed, but the potentiation of AMPA currents in XII 
MNs that occurs following intermittent a1 receptor 
activation does depend on PKC signaling (Feldman 
et al., 2005; Neverova et al., 2007).
a1 receptor mediated potentiation of inspiratory syn-
aptic currents may also reflect noradrenergic poten-
tiation of persistent inward currents (PICs). PICs are 
voltage- or ion-gated channels that do not inactivate 
(or inactivate very slowly) once activated. By depo-
larizing dendritic membrane or locally elevating the 
concentration of a specific ion (e.g. Ca2+), synaptic 
inputs can activate PICs that in turn amplify the 
synaptic input. The majority of spinal MNs in mouse 
and turtle express a significant dendritic PIC that is 
primarily mediated by the L-type Ca2+ channel. The 
PICs in mouse spinal MNs are markedly potentiated 
by aminergic inputs, including NE. In fact, without 
monoamines, PICs are essentially absent and spinal 
MN gain is extremely low. This is evident following 
aminergic antagonism or acute spinal transection, 
when MN excitability is so low that reflexes are 
almost absent (Miller et al., 1996; Rekling et al., 
2000; Bennett et al., 2001). Whether similar mecha-
nisms occur in XII MNs is not known. XII MNs do 
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express a PIC (Powers and Binder, 2003; Moritz et 
al., 2007) that has a large dendritic component, but 
the incidence is reduced relative to spinal MNs and 
the components of the PIC are different. Whereas 
the L-type Ca2+ channel is the main contributor to 
the spinal MN PIC, the majority of the persistent 
current in juvenile XII MNs is carried by N- and P- 
type Ca2+ channels, with only a small contribution 
from L-type Ca2+ channels, and the persistent sodi-
um current, INaP (Powers and Binder, 2003; Moritz 
et al., 2007). Whether these currents in XII MNs are 
potentiated by monoamines is not known. We pro-
vide preliminary evidence of a third contributor to 
the PIC in XII MNs, a Ca2+ activated, non-selective 
cation conductance, ICAN, that is believed to be medi-
ated by the TRPm4 channel (Nilius et al., 2008). ICAN 
amplifies glutamatergic inspiratory synaptic cur-
rents in pre-Bötzinger complex inspiratory neurons 

up to 5-fold (Pace et al., 2007; Mironov, 2008; Pace 
and Del Negro, 2008). In inspiratory XII MNs, an 
a1 noradrenergic potentiation of glutamate currents 
appears to be mediated in part through potentiation 
of ICAN because it is blocked by flufenamic acid 
(Fig. 5, n = 3). The slow phenylephrine (a1 agonist) 
current is not affected by flufenamic acid, but its 
ability to potentiate glutamate inputs is abolished. 
Note that the reduction of the glutamate currents by 
flufenamic acid is not due to nonselective antago-
nism of NMDA receptors, because flufenamic acid 
alone does not affect glutamate responses (Fig. 5C). 
In addition, real-time analysis of mRNA extracted 
from XII punches and laser capture microdissected 
XII MNs shows a strong signal for TRPm4, which 
is believed to mediate the ICAN current (Fig. 6). 
Note that pre-Bötzinger Complex punches, which 
contain neurons with a demonstrated ICAN-mediated 

Fig. 4. - NE-induced inward currents in XII motoneurons increase with postnatal development.
A) Whole-cell recordings of membrane currents (Im) evoked by 60 s bath application of NE (10 mM) in XII MNs 
from brainstem slices isolated from Swiss CD mice of different ages. Bath application was used rather than local 
application to ensure consistency of NE concentration between age groups. Histograms showing pooled data of 
absolute NE currents (B) and NE currents reported relative to membrane capacitance (C) in XII MNs during devel-
opment. Developmental changes in NE currents or current-densities were assessed via analysis of variance, fol-
lowed by a multiple comparison test using SAS 6.1. Vertical bars represent SE; * Significantly different from P0 mice; 
Y Significantly different from P3 mice; § Significantly different from P14 mice; D Significantly different from P21 mice.
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Fig. 5. - Potentiation of glutamate currents in XII motoneurons by the PIC, ICAN. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recording 
from an inspiratory XII MN in a rhythmic slice from neonatal rat after block of rhythm with TTX. A) Glutamate currents 
(arrows) are increased in phenylephrine (PE, a1 noradrenergic receptor agonist). B) In flufenamic acid (FFA, which 
blocks the PIC, ICAN) glutamate currents are not potentiated by PE. A and B are from the same cell, 15 min apart. 
C) Different cell; FFA has no effect on glutamate currents.

PIC, also have a significant TRPm4 signal (Pace 
et al., 2007; Mironov, 2008; Pace and Del Negro, 
2008). These data support the hypothesis that amine-
sensitive PICs are important in maintaining XII MN 
excitability to synaptic input, and that PIC reduc-
tion during REM sleep will reduce excitability. 

However, a more thorough analysis of this putative 
ICAN contribution and its amine sensitivity is required 
in XII MNs since flufenamic acid, while report-
edly selective for ICAN at the concentration used (100 
mM), does have nonselective actions. Also, prelimi-
nary XII MN data showing that PIC-mediated tail 
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currents evoked by depolarizing pulses are insensi-
tive to extracellular Na+ concentration (Powers and 
Binder, 2003) questions a contribution of ICAN.
The second major mechanism underlying the a1 
noradrenergic receptor potentiation of XII inspira-
tory MN output is the inhibition of a resting K+ 
leak current (I K leak) (Parkis et al., 1995) that is both 
barium- and pH-sensitive, and most likely medi-
ated by heterodimers of the two-pore domain potas-
sium channels TASK-1 and TASK-3 (Parkis et al., 
1995; Talley et al., 2000; Berg et al., 2004). This 
current, upon which multiple modulators converge 
(including substance P (SP)), appears to increase its 
expression several-fold over the first two postnatal 
weeks (Adachi et al., 2010). Its inhibition not only 
depolarizes the membrane, it increases neuronal 
input resistance such that the inspiratory-evoked 
depolarization is greater in the presence of NE. The 

transduction pathway via which a1 noradrenergic 
receptors modulate the TASK channels appears to 
occur via a Gaq-linked receptor mechanism that is 
independent of the classical PLC-mediated PIP2 
hydrolysis. Instead, it appears that TASK channels, 
or closely associated intermediaries, are direct effec-
tors for activated Gaq subunits (Chen et al., 2006). A 
second, significant, barium-insensitive component 
of the a1 receptor current is mediated by the activa-
tion of an as yet unidentified sodium conductance 
(Parkis et al., 1995).
NE, via a1 receptors, also reduces the amplitude 
of the medium afterhyperpolarization (mAHP) in 
juvenile XII MNs. The mAHP, which follows the 
action potential, is mediated by a slow Ca+-mediated 
K+ conductance (Nunez-Abades et al., 1993; Berger 
et al., 1995) and is an important determinant of 
firing behavior. A larger amplitude, longer dura-

Fig. 6. - XII motoneurons express the transcript for TRPm4, which codes for ICAN. A) Phototriad showing the XII nucleus 
in a stained tissue section (6 mm) before and after laser capture microdissection (Arcturus AutoPIX II) of XII MNs. 
The image on the right is of captured neurons. B) 300 mm thick tissue sections after removal of tissue punches 
from the hypoglossal nuclei (XII) and pre-Bötzinger complex (preBötC) and XII nuclei. C) mRNA extracted from 
punches, laser captured XII MNs and multiple control tissues was subject to real-time RT-PCR analysis for the 
TRPm4 transcript. Expression levels are reported relative to cyclophilin A (ΔCT = cycle threshold number for TRPm4 
- cycle threshold number for cyclophilin A). D) Gel of real time PCR product showing TRPm4 in various tissue sam-
ples. (The TRPm4 forward primer code was 5’-AGTTGAGTTCCCCCTGGACT-3’ and the reverse primer code was 
5’-AATTCCAGTCCCTCCCACTC-3’, which generated an amplicon of 148 base pairs).
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tion mAHP is correlated with lower firing rate of 
neurons (Walton and Fulton, 1986). Developmental 
changes in the amplitude of the mAHP are incon-
sistent (Nunez-Abades et al., 1993; Viana et al., 
1994, 1995). However, studies consistently report a 
developmental decrease in mAHP duration (Nunez-
Abades et al., 1993; Viana et al., 1994; Berger et 
al., 1995; Viana et al., 1995), possibly reflecting a 
developmental decrease in the low-voltage-activated 
(LVA) Ca2+ current (Berger et al., 1995), which is the 
main source of Ca2+ that activates the Ca2+-induced 
K+ conductance (Nunez-Abades et al., 1993; Viana 
et al., 1993; Berger et al., 1995). However, the LVA 
Ca2+ current in XII MNs of rat does not appear to 
change over the first few weeks of development 
(Miles et al., 2004). Thus, the mechanism(s) under-
lying the developmental decrease in mAHP needs to 
be revisited. While the efficacy of NE in modulating 
the mAHP during development is not known, the 
reduction in the mAHP combined with the a1-recep-
tor mediated increase in RN (which do increase post-
natally), will increase the slope and cause a leftward 
shift, respectively, in the relationship between cur-
rent and the discharge frequency of action potentials 
(Parkis et al., 1995), both of which will enhance XII 
MN responses to inspiratory synaptic input.
A putative a2-receptor mediated inhibition of XII MN 
inspiratory activity has been reported (Selvaratnam 
et al., 1998) that may reflect inhibition of the hyper-
polarization activated inward current, Ih (Parkis et 
al., 1997). However, the a2-receptor agonists used 
to delineate this mechanism do not discriminate 
between imidazoline and a2-receptors. In addition, 
a careful dose response analysis of clonidine’s (a2 
receptor agonist) action on XII MNs convincingly 
demonstrates, at least in neonatal MNs, that cloni-
dine has no effect on Ih (Adachi et al., 2005). Thus, 
modulation of XII MN activity by an a2-receptor 
mechanism appears unlikely. An a2-receptor medi-
ated inhibition of Ih in more mature animals, howev-
er, can not be excluded because there is an approxi-
mate 10-fold increase in Ih current density between 
neonates and adults (Bayliss et al., 1994; Berger 
et al., 1995). A role for b-receptors in potentiating 
the inspiratory output of XII MNs remains possible 
(Selvaratnam et al., 1998), but RT-PCR analysis 
questions expression of b noradrenergic receptors in 
the XII nucleus (Volgin et al., 2001).

Functional Implications of postnatal 
changes in the noradrenergic system
The data presented and reviewed here indicate a 
highly coordinated maturation of the noradrenergic 
system that modulates XII MN excitability. XII MN 
sensitivity to NE, expression of catecholamine syn-
thesizing enzymes and NE in noradrenergic neurons 
that project to the XII nucleus, and the innervation of 
the XII nucleus by NE fibres all increase over the first 
two postnatal weeks, plateau (or decrease) between 
P14 and 21 and then decrease into adulthood.
The physiological significance of this developmental 
profile is not completely known, but consideration 
of the MNs properties offers some insight. Like nor-
adrenergic (Aldes et al., 1996) and other modulatory 
systems (Kubin and Volgin, 2008), XII MNs are not 
mature at birth. Their morphology (Nunez-Abades et 
al., 1994; Nunez-Abades and Cameron, 1995, 1997), 
passive and active membrane properties all change 
significantly during postnatal development (Nunez-
Abades et al., 1993; Berger et al., 1996; Rekling 
et al., 2000). A major consequence is an overall 
reduction in MN excitability, reflecting increased 
MN size, but more significantly an increase in rest-
ing membrane conductance (decrease in RN), that 
comprises an increased expression of background 
potassium leak conductance (most likely TASK-1/
TASK-3 potassium channels) (Nunez-Abades et 
al., 1993; Viana et al., 1994; Berger et al., 1995; 
Cameron et al., 2000; Talley et al., 2000; Berg et al., 
2004) as well as a 10-fold increase in Ih (Bayliss et 
al., 1994; Berger et al., 1995). This developmental 
reduction in excitability is apparent as at least a 
two-fold increase in the rheobase current, defined 
as the current strength at which MNs reached firing 
threshold in one half of the trials, between newborn 
and adult (Viana et al., 1994; Berger et al., 1995).
In this context, development of the NE system is 
likely to have important consequences for inspira-
tory control of the airway because at birth, XII 
MNs are very excitable and therefore likely to dis-
charge simply in response to glutamatergic inspira-
tory drive. However, as they mature, reductions in 
excitability could lead to reduced muscle activity 
and airway instability. NE has little effect on XII 
MNs or XII inspiratory activity at birth but its effi-
cacy increases substantially with development; the 
potentiation of inspiratory drive by exogenous NE 
increases 9-fold between P0 and P14 (Funk et al., 
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1994; Kubin and Volgin, 2008). Development of 
the NE system may offset developmental reductions 
in intrinsic MN excitability to maintain MN respon-
siveness (Bayliss et al., 1994), and in the case of 
breathing, help stabilize the airway.
In a broader context, XII MNs participate in many 
behaviours, the profile of which changes postnatal-
ly. For example breathing, suckling and swallowing 
are prominent in the newborn. Through develop-
ment, suckling decreases while chewing increases. 
Noradrenergic modulation may enhance XII MN 
excitability to all types of inputs. However, given 
the complexity of the MN dendritic tree and the 
potential for differential distribution of functional 
and modulatory inputs (see Section Functional com-
partmentalization of the dendritic tree), it is also 
possible that noradrenergic actions differ between 
classes of inputs.

Role of NE in the state-dependent 
modulation of XII MN excitability
and REM atonia

The neurochemical control of MN excitability 
changes dramatically during sleep due to state-
dependent increases in activity of cholinergic pon-
tine neurons (el Mansari et al., 1989; Steriade et al., 
1990) and glycinergic/GABAergic neurons (Yamuy 
et al., 1999; Engelhardt et al., 2004), and decreases 
in activity of serotonergic raphe neurons (Jacobs 
and Fornal, 1991; Leung and Mason, 1999) and 
noradrenergic neurons (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 
1981). The net consequence of these changes for XII 
MN excitability is apparent in the well-established 
decrease in airway tone that occurs during sleep 
(Sauerland and Harper, 1976; Remmers et al., 1978) 
and contributes to OSA. Extensive resources have 
been devoted to identifying mechanisms underly-
ing the muscle atonia of REM sleep. The rational is 
that once identified, receptor, second messenger or 
effector diversity will enable the change underlying 
reduced airway tone to be selectively reversed phar-
macologically and obstructive apneas reduced with 
minimal side-effects.
The two main mechanisms proposed to underlie this 
state-dependent fall in MN output are active inhibi-
tion and aminergic disfacilitation (withdrawal of 
excitatory modulatory input) (Kubin et al., 1998). A 

series of heroic studies in the 1980s using intracellu-
lar recording and juxtacellular drug application meth-
ods to record activity of spinal and trigeminal MNs in 
naturally sleeping cats led to the largely unchallenged 
view (until recently Brooks and Peever, 2008) that in 
most MNs active inhibition is primarily responsible 
for the atonia of REM sleep (Morales and Chase, 
1978, 1981, 1982; Morales et al., 1987; Soja et al., 
1987; Chase et al., 1989). In contrast, a large body 
of elegant work over the last three decades in the 
carbachol model of REM sleep (Kubin et al., 1993, 
1994; Fenik et al., 2004, 2005b,c, 2008) and more 
recently in unrestrained animals chronically instru-
mented with electromyographic (EMG) electrodes 
to monitor MN activity and microdialysis probes for 
infusion of drugs into the XII nucleus (Morrison et 
al., 2003; Sood et al., 2005; Chan et al., 2006; Sood 
et al., 2007), underlies the general opinion that ato-
nia in XII MNs results primarily from disfacilitation 
(Kubin et al., 1998; Horner, 2008a, 2009); i.e., dif-
ferent mechanisms are proposed to underlie atonia in 
the spinal and trigeminal compared to XII MNs.
Despite this intense scrutiny of XII MN proper-
ties and mechanisms underlying XII atonia, little 
progress has been made in converting this infor-
mation into a pharmacological therapy for OSA. 
Numerous clinical trials (summarized in Dempsey 
et al., 2010) designed to maintain aminergic tone 
during sleep (especially REM sleep), have produced 
unremarkable results. This consistent failure raises 
many questions including the extreme but unlikely 
possibility that mechanisms identified in rats and 
cats do not apply to humans. Another possibil-
ity is that multiple modulatory systems contribute 
to the production of REM atonia (Horner, 2008a, 
2009) and that counteracting aminergic disfacilita-
tion alone is insufficient to overcome the other fac-
tors. Consistent with this possibility are experiments 
describing active inhibition in XII MNs during 
carbachol-evoked and natural REM sleep (Yamuy 
et al., 1999; Engelhardt et al., 2004). Cholinergic 
mechanisms are also likely to contribute as nicotinic 
and muscarinic receptors have multiple excitatory 
and inhibitory actions on XII MNs, both in vitro and 
in anesthetized animals (Bellingham and Berger, 
1996; Bellingham and Funk, 2000; Robinson et al., 
2002; Liu et al., 2005). Which of these cholinergic 
mechanisms predominates during wakefulness and 
various sleep states, however, is not known.
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The inefficacy of aminergic therapies to alleviate 
OSA may also reflect the diverse actions of amin-
ergic signaling in the CNS. It may be optimistic 
to assume that systemic delivery of even the best 
cocktail of drugs will effectively treat OSA because 
multiple adverse effects may occur at doses lower 
than required to counteract the effects of aminergic 
disfacilitation on MN excitability in REM sleep. In 
addition, increasing evidence suggests that the dis-
ease process of OSA itself, in particular the chronic 
episodes of hypoxia/reoxygenation, not only causes 
oxidative injury to XII MNs, it also damages wake-
active dopaminergic and noradrenergic neurons 
(Veasey et al., 2004; Zhan et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 
2007; Lim and Veasey, 2010). This damage may 
compromise the capacity of XII MNs to respond to 
aminergic modulation. In addition, if noradrenergic 
neurons are sufficiently affected, the ability of NE 
uptake blockers to elevate extracellular monoamine 
levels may be reduced. Sleep loss alone, indepen-
dent of hypoxia, may also limit MN plasticity and 
impair adaptive responses (Tadjalli and Peever, 
2010b). Disease-dependent processes that poten-
tially modify the normal control mechanisms and 
the clinical implications of these modifications have 
recently been reviewed (Dempsey et al., 2010).
The significance for REM atonia and OSA of nor-
adrenergic receptor-mediated forms of ventilatory 
long-term facilitation (vLTF) that can be evoked 
by intermittent hypoxia, intermittent a1 receptor 
stimulation, or disruptions in vagal mechanorecep-
tor feedback that will accompany apnea are also 
unknown (Neverova et al., 2007; MacFarlane et 
al., 2008; Mahamed and Mitchell, 2008; Tadjalli et 
al., 2010a). These forms of plasticity are proposed 
to be protective and preserve airway patency by 
acutely increasing motor output. vLTF does appear 
enhanced in non-REM (NREM) sleep, consistent 
with such a role. However, chronic intermittent 
hypoxia (which simulates OSA) induces meta-
plastic events that influence the capacity for vLTF 
(MacFarlane et al., 2008). In this context, the sever-
ity of the chronic intermittent hypoxia may be criti-
cal. Moderate CIH enhances vLTF (Wilkerson and 
Mitchell, 2009) while severe CIH appears to block 
vLTF (Veasey et al., 2004).
The focus of this section is on the basic mechanisms 
underlying REM sleep atonia in XII MNs in normal 
mammals. Specifically, our objective is to revisit 

the debate concerning the relative roles of aminergic 
disfacilitation vs. active inhibition in mediating the 
atonia of REM sleep at the XII nucleus. Data are 
presented from the perspective that the focus on 
active inhibition in spinal MNs, but disfacilitation 
in XII MNs reflects in part technical limitations 
associated with methods used to assess MN excit-
ability. While the focus on mechanisms underly-
ing the atonia of REM sleep makes the discussion 
most relevant to OSA that occurs in REM sleep, its 
relevance is not limited to REM sleep because the 
transition from wakefulness, to slow-wave-sleep to 
REM sleep is associated with progressive reductions 
in aminergic cell activity.
The muscle atonia of REM sleep is a signature fea-
ture of this state that distinguishes it from slow wave 
or NREM sleep and wakefulness. Its functional 
significance is not completely known but the violent 
and potentially harmful body movements of patients 
with REM behaviour disorder (Sforza et al., 2004) 
highlight the importance of paralyzing muscles 
during this phase of sleep, which, in terms of brain 
activity is much more like wakefulness than NREM 
sleep. Mechanistically, it is important to emphasize 
that OSA is specific to sleep. Even patients with the 
most severe cases breathe normally when awake. 
Thus, OSA is ultimately caused by the actions of 
the networks that control sleep on the motor net-
works that control motor outflow to the pharyngeal 
muscles, which during wakefulness is sufficient to 
keep the airway open (Mezzanotte et al., 1992).
The current debate about mechanisms underlying 
the atonia of REM sleep in the genioglossus and 
other airway muscles centers on whether it is medi-
ated by glycinergic inhibition OR aminergic disfa-
cilitation. We therefore review the evidence support-
ing these two views before presenting the rational 
for an emerging view that REM atonia results from 
a combination of these two mechanisms (Horner, 
2009; Dempsey et al., 2010).

Mechanisms of REM sleep atonia: active 
inhibition VERSUS aminergic disfacilitation
The behavioural state of REM sleep, first defined 
more than 50 years ago (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 
1953), is characterized in mammals by fast, desyn-
chronized rhythms in the cortical EEG, rapid eye 
movements, autonomic activation and reduced 
muscle tone. Neither the neural circuit regulating 
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REM sleep, nor the mechanisms underlying these 
hallmark features of REM sleep are fully resolved, 
including those mediating muscle atonia. Candidate 
cell groups and transmitter systems underlying this 
atonia are those that show significant state-depen-
dent changes in activity and modulate MN excitabil-
ity, either directly or indirectly, and include glycine, 
GABA, norephineprhine, dopamine, serotonin, his-
tamine, and acetylcholine (Horner, 2009; Dempsey 
et al., 2010). The pathways to be discussed here are 
postsynaptic glycinergic/GABAergic inhibition and 
NE/serotonin (5HT) disfacilitation.
Active inhibition. That lumbar and trigeminal MNs 
receive REM-sleep specific glycinergic inhibition 
was established in the 80’s by a series of intracellular 
recording studies, which incorporated 5 barrel drug 
pipettes for juxtacellular application of transmit-
ter antagonists to demonstrate MN hyperpolariza-
tion and their bombardment by strychnine-sensitive 
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) during 
REM sleep (Chase et al., 1989; Soja et al., 1991; 
Yamuy et al., 1999). All measureable REM-specific 
changes in membrane properties were blocked by 
strychnine. Similarly, convincing data were gener-
ated for trigeminal MNs. Minor contributions from 
other transmitters were not excluded. A minor role 
for aminergic disfacilitation was considered possible 
since levels of 5HT and norepinephrine in spinal 
cord and XII microdialysates decrease in carbachol-
evoked REM (Kubin et al., 1994; Lai et al., 2001). 
Nevertheless, the resolution afforded by directly 
measuring membrane potential, and the discrete 
application of drugs to the recorded MN provided 
compelling evidence that active inhibition is the 
main mechanism of atonia in lumbar and trigemi-
nal MNs. Challenges to this view have been rare. 
However, trigeminal EMG data from a model that 
has focused attention on aminergic disfacilitation in 
atonia in XII MNs have been cited in support of the 
hypothesis that aminergic disfacilitation also domi-
nates in trigeminal MNs (Brooks and Peever, 2008).
Aminergic disfacilitation. Noradrenergic inputs to 
the XII nucleus derive from pontine A5 and A7 cell 
groups and the LsC (Aldes et al., 1992), while those 
to spinal MNs derive from A5, A7 and locus coeru-
leus (LC) (Fritschy and Grzanna, 1990). 5HT inner-
vation of XII and spinal MNs comes from the dorsal 
and medullary raphe nuclei (Jacobs and Fornal, 
1991; Jacobs and Azmitia, 1992). Noradrenergic LC 

and LsC neurons (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981; 
Reiner, 1986), like 5HT raphe neurons, are classic 
REM-OFF neurons. They are highly active during 
wakefulness, less active during NREM sleep and 
silent during REM sleep. State-dependent activ-
ity patterns of A5 and A7 groups are unknown, but 
c-fos studies suggest they are also inactive during 
REM sleep (Rukhadze et al., 2007a). The primary 
action of NE on MNs, including XII MNs, is an a1 
receptor-mediated, postsynaptic excitation (Parkis et 
al., 1995; Volgin et al., 2001) (see Section Ontogeny 
of noradrenergic receptor subtype expression in 
XII motoneurons). The postsynaptic effects of 5HT 
on MN excitability change developmentally, but in 
juvenile rats are similar to those of NE and, in fact, 
they may actually converge on many of the same sig-
naling cascades and effectors (Rekling et al., 2000). 
5HT also acts presynaptically via 5HT1B receptors to 
inhibit transmitter release (Singer et al., 1996).
These observations that the actions of monoamines 
on MNs are primarily excitatory, and the activity of 
monoaminergic neurons essentially stops in REM, 
underlie the long-standing hypothesis that levels of 
NE and 5HT in motor nuclei decrease with transi-
tions to REM sleep and MN activity will fall due to 
disfacilitation (Kubin et al., 1998). In trigeminal and 
spinal MNs, evidence supporting a role for aminer-
gic disfacilitation in REM atonia is equivocal, and 
primarily limited to microdialysis studies showing 
that the release of 5HT and NE in lumbar ventral 
horn is reduced during REM sleep-like atonia in cats 
(Lai et al., 2001). In marked contrast, the majority of 
data relevant to airway MNs suggest that active inhi-
bition does not play a significant role in REM-sleep 
atonia (Kubin et al., 1993; Morrison et al., 2003; 
Fenik et al., 2004; Fenik et al., 2005b,a; Sood et 
al., 2005; Chan et al., 2006; Horner, 2009), and that 
the primary mechanism is aminergic disfacilitation. 
These data derive primarily from extensive studies 
by Leszek Kubin and colleagues using XII nerve 
recordings in the carbachol model of REM sleep 
atonia, and Richard Horner using EMG record-
ing in a preparation that allows drug delivery to 
motor nuclei via microdialysis in unrestrained rats. 
Administration of glycinergic antagonists to the XII 
nucleus in these two model systems during wake 
and NREM sleep does not prevent the loss of EMG 
activity that occurs with transitions into REM sleep. 
In contrast, microdialysis of 5HT antagonists and 
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especially norepinephrine antagonists into XII prior 
to REM sleep blocks XII EMG activity and prevents 
further reductions in EMG tone with transition to 
REM. Challenges to the primacy of disfacilitation in 
XII atonia have also been rare (Kubin et al., 1998; 
Morrison et al., 2003; Fenik et al., 2004; Fenik et 
al., 2005b,a; Sood et al., 2005; Chan et al., 2006; 
reviewed in Kubin et al., 1998; Horner, 2008b, a, 
2009). However, as pointed out recently by Horner 
(2009), intracellular recording data in the carba-
chol model (Yamuy et al., 1999) and natural REM 
sleep showing glycinergic IPSPs at REM onset 
(Engelhardt et al., 2004), suggest that active inhibi-
tion contributes to REM atonia in XII MNs.

Mechanisms of REM sleep atonia: active 
inhibition AND aminergic disfacilitation
Where does this leave us with respect to the relative 
role of active inhibition vs. disfacilitation in REM 
sleep atonia? The earlier theme that different mecha-
nisms underlie REM atonia in XII MNs (disfacilita-
tion) compared to spinal and trigeminal MNs (active 
inhibition) is less compelling given evidence that 
inhibition AND disfacilitation both contribute in XII 
and spinal/trigeminal MNs. In reviewing the litera-
ture, one pattern consistently emerges, regardless of 
whether data were derived in spinal, trigeminal or 
XII nuclei, in the carbachol model in cat or rat, or in 
natural REM (cat and rat), using iontophoresis, pres-
sure injection or microdialysis. When intracellular 
recording methods are used to assess MN activity 
and examine mechanisms of REM atonia, active 
inhibition is detected; when EMG activity is used 
as an index of MN activity, disfacilitation is most 
readily detected.
One implication of this correlation is that EMG 
recording of muscle activity during microdialysis 
of agents into motor nuclei is predisposed to detect 
disfacilitation whereas intracellular recording from 
individual MNs across states during juxtacellular 
iontophoresis of drugs is predisposed to detect active 
inhibition. Indeed, EMG recording is limited in its 
ability to detect active inhibition. This reflects in part 
that the EMG signal can only provide information 
on MN excitability in the range where membrane 
potential is above threshold and the MN is firing 
action potentials. Once the membrane potentials of 
the MNs innervating the recorded muscle fibers fall 
below threshold, the EMG falls silent and it will not 

detect further reductions in excitability associated 
with active inhibition. The ability of EMG recording 
to detect active inhibition in studies of REM sleep 
is further confounded because the physiology con-
strains the protocols that can use EMG to assess the 
role of active inhibition, and they both rely on nega-
tive responses. The first standard protocol is to apply 
glycine/GABA antagonists prior to REM onset and 
then assess if the atonia produced in the subsequent 
REM transition differs from control REM (no 
antagonists). REM atonia still occurs under these 
conditions (Kubin et al., 1993; Morrison et al., 
2003; Brooks and Peever, 2008). One interpretation 
is that REM atonia is caused by mechanisms other 
than glycine- or GABA-mediated inhibition (e.g., 
disfacilitation). While potentially correct, there is a 
potential problem with this rationale. The addition 
of glycine antagonists in wake or NREM sleep will 
remove ongoing inhibition. Depending on baseline 
glycinergic activity, this has no effect or increases 
NREM EMG activity (Morrison et al., 2003; Brooks 
and Peever, 2008). Reductions in EMG activity with 
the next NREM-REM transition will correctly pro-
vide evidence that inhibition mediated by glycine is 
not the sole cause of REM atonia. The limitation, 
however, is that analysis of spinal MNs suggests 
that aminergic disfacilitation alone is sufficient to 
essentially silence MNs (Heckmann et al., 2005; 
Heckman et al., 2008). If only recording EMG under 
these conditions, the REM atonia would appear fully 
developed regardless of whether there was a contri-
bution of glycinergic inhibition. If disfacilitation is 
similarly effective at silencing XII MNs, then EMG 
recording alone will be insufficient to detect a role 
for active inhibition.
The second protocol that measures motor nerve of 
EMG activity to assess the role of active inhibition 
in REM is to block aminergic activity prior to REM 
onset (Fenik et al., 2005b, a; Chan et al., 2006). This 
reduces MN and EMG activity. No additional reduc-
tion in activity with the next transition to REM sleep 
may then be correctly interpreted as evidence that 
active inhibition does not contribute to REM atonia. 
As above, however, the problem of interpretation 
comes when blocking aminergic activation prior 
to REM completely silences MNs because it is no 
longer possible to detect an additional decrease in 
nerve or EMG activity; i.e., a REM-specific glycin-
ergic inhibition could easily go undetected with this 
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method. Protocol variations that have been used to 
address this limitation include addition of CO2 to 
the inspired gas, which increases inspiratory drive 
and MN activity. Excitatory agents are also added 
to increase baseline EMG activity prior to REM so 
that an inhibition can be detected via MN or EMG 
recording (Fenik et al., 2004, 2005a,b; Brooks and 
Peever, 2008). While these introduce the potential 
for drug interactions, and are confounded by the 
difficulty of activating EMG once it is suppressed 
in REM, they are useful and in general reveal an 
inhibitory component to REM atonia (Horner, 2009; 
Brooks and Peever, 2010).
Conversely, while intracellular recording experi-
ments that used juxtacellular iontophoresis of 
strychnine were ideally designed to detect active 
postsynaptic inhibition of MNs during REM sleep 
(Morales and Chase, 1978, 1981, 1982; Chase and 
Morales, 1983; Morales et al., 1987; Soja et al., 
1987), they are less likely to detect aminergic dis-
facilitation. This reflects that intracellular recording 
most directly samples the soma and proximal den-
drites where glycinergic inputs are more concen-
trated. Aminergic inputs are more diffusely distrib-
uted (Rekling et al., 2000). If both inputs are active 
simultaneously, the proximal inhibitory inputs could 
shunt aminergic actions. Similarly, activation of 
glycinergic inputs in REM could make it difficult to 
detect changes in membrane properties associated 
with the simultaneous removal of aminergic inputs. 
Moreover, if PICs are dendritic, as appears to be the 
case for spinal and XII MNs, specific protocols are 
required to detect their effects on MN excitability. 
These protocols have not been applied to XII MNs 
(or any MN) during natural sleep-wake cycling. A 
developmental analysis of the multicomponent XII 
MN PIC and its amine sensitivity is required, along 
with in vivo assessments of its magnitude across 
sleep-wake states.
A model of REM atonia involving inhibition and dis-
facilitation also offers plausible mechanistic expla-
nations for consistent but poorly understood obser-
vations. High on this list is the apparent insensitiv-
ity of muscle to excitatory input once its output is 
suppressed in REM sleep. Applications of NE, 5HT 
and glutamate that evoke powerful EMG responses 
in wakefulness, NREM sleep and even anesthesia 
are without effect in natural REM sleep (Chan et 
al., 2006; Brooks and Peever, 2008; Horner, 2008b). 

This parallels the clinical observation that when the 
airway is obstructed in sleep, airway muscle is very 
difficult to reactivate (Horner, 1996). One hypothe-
sis is that the signaling pathways for these agents are 
blocked (Chan et al., 2006). However, a dual mecha-
nism of inhibition and disfacilitation could explain 
most experimental observations. For example, that 
strychnine alone does not restore MN excitability 
in REM could reflect extremely low sensitivity of 
dendrites to synaptic inputs in the absence of mono-
amines. The insensitivity of trigeminal EMG to 
glutamatergic inputs in REM (Brooks and Peever, 
2008) could similarly reflect low monoamine levels, 
small PIC amplitude and minimal amplification. 
Spinal MN responses to glutamatergic, synaptic 
inputs from Ia afferents fall dramatically when PICs 
are reduced via aminergic antagonists, or acute spi-
nal cord transection (Bennett et al., 2001; Heckman 
et al., 2008). Similarly, our preliminary data in 
XII MNs reveal that inhibition of the PIC, ICAN, by 
flufenamic acid (100 mM) blocks the ability of a1 
noradrenergic receptors to amplify glutamate inputs 
(Fig. 5). Conversely, the observation in REM sleep 
that NE alone does not restore XII MN excitability 
to control levels (Chan et al., 2006) may reflect that 
active inhibition can shunt and negate the effects of 
monoamines on more distal dendrites. Note, how-
ever, there is no direct evidence that XII MN sensi-
tivity to synaptic inputs is reduced in REM. The best 
evidence is that the EMG is insensitive to excitatory 
input in REM. Intracellular recordings from XII 
MNs during natural REM sleep will be required to 
determine whether lack of EMG responses to excit-
atory inputs in REM sleep reflects that: i) MNs are 
sensitive but remain below threshold due to inhibi-
tion; ii) MN sensitivity to excitatory inputs is lost 
due to reduction in PICs, or; iii) MN sensitivity to 
amines is blocked (Chan et al., 2006).

Functional compartmentalization of the 
dendritic tree
Full understanding of the significance of any modu-
lator for information processing requires that the 
spatial distribution of the modulatory input on the 
somatodendritic tree and its pattern of activation 
be determined in relation to the distribution of the 
different functional classes of input. Such segrega-
tion of afferent fields has profound implications for 
understanding synaptic integration. For MNs which 
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participate in multiple behaviors (Dickinson, 1995; 
Gestreau et al., 2005), spatial segregation of differ-
ent functional inputs would provide a convenient 
means of “gating” the different drives since den-
dritic inhibition can control the weight of excitatory 
inputs from different dendritic regions (Skydsgaard 
and Hounsgaard, 1994). It would also provide a con-
venient means for modulators to influence specific 
functional classes of input. Despite the importance 
of the spatial distribution of synaptic and modula-
tory inputs, it remains uncertain whether synapses 
underlying a specific functional input, or modula-
tory input, are evenly distributed over the entire den-
dritic tree or spatially segregated to discrete regions.
The diffuse nature of NE inputs to most motor nuclei 
and the likelihood, based on inability to detect close 
appositions between NE-containing varicosities and 
XII MNs innervating the genioglossus (Gatti et al., 
2002), suggests that its effects are mediated through 
volume transmission. Volume transmission, as 
Golgi described it a century ago, is a means of “set-
ting entire provinces of the CNS … to an appropriate 
functional state so they work as a unit” (see Agnati 
et al., 1995). The expectation therefore is that NE 
will have a uniform effect on all dendritic compart-
ments and that the consequences of NE modulation 
are similar for all classes of input.
This view, however, is challenged by our observa-
tion that, while NE and Substance-P inputs converge 
on a common transduction pathway (Talley et al., 
2000), and have virtually identical effects on mem-
brane properties and repetitive firing responses to 
somally injected current, NE is ~3-fold more effec-
tive in potentiating endogenous inspiratory inputs 
(Yasuda et al., 2001). The greater efficacy of NE 
may simply reflect potentiation of glutamatergic 
inspiratory currents. However, it may also reflect 
functional compartmentalization of the dendritic 
tree such that compared to SP, NE inputs and/or 
a1B receptors may be preferentially distributed on 
dendrites that receive inspiratory inputs. A further 
implication is that SP may be important in non-
respiratory functions of XII MNs. It has been sug-
gested that XII MN dendrites extending ventrolater-
ally may be the target of inspiratory preMNs while 
those extending ventrally receive inputs from Raphe 
neurons (Nunez-Abades et al., 1994). However, 
it remains unclear in XII MNs whether synapses 
underlying a specific functional input, or modula-

tory input, are evenly distributed over the entire 
dendritic tree or spatially segregated to discrete den-
dritic compartments.
To directly test the hypothesis that NE inputs are 
preferentially distributed to regions receiving inspi-
ratory inputs will require a combination of function-
al imaging and immunohistochemical techniques 
to visualize the distribution of active glutamatergic 
inspiratory synapses on the XII MN dendritic tree 
in relation to active NE terminals and postsynaptic 
a1 receptors. At present, however, technologies for 
imaging dendrites with the spatial and temporal 
resolution necessary to map active synapses are 
limited to small portions of the dendritic tree. As an 
initial step, we have combined electrophysiology, 
immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy to 
determine whether NE-immunolabeled terminals are 
distributed randomly relative to the dendritic tree of 
biocytin-labeled inspiratory XII MNs or preferen-
tially distributed around specific parts of the tree.
Confocal images acquired using sequential excita-
tion at 488 (to image MN morphology) and 568 
nm (to image NE terminals) were analysed using 
Interactive Data Language 5.5 to assess the radial 
distribution of NE immunlabeled varicosities within 
10 mm of XII MN dendrites. High density of NE 
labeled varicosities in close proximity (< 1 mm) to a 
dendritic process and progressively lower density at 
increasing radial distances would be consistent with 
a preferential distribution of NE near the dendrites. 
Flat, uniform distribution plots would suggest a ran-
dom distribution of NE.
We examined 48 dendrite segments from 9 XII MNs 
with a mean (± SEM) whole-cell capacitance of 27 
± 2 pF, resting membrane potential of -54 ± 1 mV 
and input resistance of 181 ± 8 MW. All cells lay 
within 200 mm of obex in the ventromedial portion 
of the XII nucleus (Fig. 7). An extensive plexus of 
NE-immunoreactive fibres extended throughout the 
XII nucleus, punctuated along their extent by numer-
ous varicosities (Fig. 7C, D). To quantitatively assess 
whether NE immunoreactivity is distributed ran-
domly throughout the XII nucleus or preferentially 
distributed in close proximity to the somatodendritic 
tree of XII MNs, we analyzed the radial distribution 
of NE immunofluorescence around individual MN 
dendrites by calculating how the proportion of vol-
ume around the dendrite occupied by NE varicosi-
ties changed as the volume was expanded radially. 
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Fig. 7. - XII motoneurons are surrounded by a dense plexus of NE immunolabeled fibers. A) Schematic showing loca-
tion of labelled XII MNs and their dendritic fields in the transverse plane of the mouse medulla. B) Composite projection 
of nine XII MNs filled with Biocytin using the whole-cell patch technique and visualized by confocal fluorescence of 
Extravidin conjugated Alexa™488. C) Maximum projection of an Alexa™488 labelled XII MN (blue) and norepine-
phrine labelled with rabbit anti-NE primary antibody and an Alexa™568 conjugated anti-rabbit secondary antibody 
(green). Large NE varicosities and connecting thread like structures are visible. D) Overlay of identified varicosities (red) 
on NE immunofluorescence signal (green). E) Single dendrite of XII MN reconstructed in 3-dimensions. F) Distance 
map of the space around the dendrite defining the distance from every voxel in the sub-volume to the nearest point 
of the dendrite. Methods: After 30-60 min of whole-cell recording (pipettes contained 0.2-0.5% Biocytin to label the MNs 
for morphological reconstruction), the 200 mm thick sections containing biocytin-filled MNs were fixed (5% glutaralde-
hyde), and incubated with Extravidin conjugated Alexa™488 in phosphate buffered saline (PBS with 0.4% Triton X-100 
(PBS-Triton) for 24 hours. For NE immunohistochemistry, sections were pre-incubated with 10% sheep serum in PBS-Triton 
(1 h, room temperature), incubated in PBS-Triton containing 5% sheep serum, 0.01% sodium azide and rabbit IgG anti-
body to NE (1:500; Chemicon, 72 h, 4°C). Sections were washed (3 x 30 min, PBS-Triton), incubated (24 h, 4°C) with 
Alexa™568-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Molecular Probes), washed (3 x 30 min, PBS-Triton) and mounted 
in Citifluor™. Sections were imaged using a Leica™ TCS-SP2 (Leica Microsystems) laser-scanning confocal microscope 
with an argon/krypton mixed gas laser. The 488 and 543 laser lines were used to excite Alexa™488 and Alexa™568 
respectively. Optical sections were collected at 0.3 to 0.7 mm resolution using a Leica x40 oil-immersion objective. 
Sequential four-frame averages were collected using emission bands of 475-550 nM to image Alexa™488 labeling 
and 550-650 nM to image Alexa™568 labelling. MN morphology and the distribution of NE immunolabelling were 
reconstructed from serial optical sections using Interactive Data Language (IDL) version 5.5 (Research Systems Inc).
Distribution of the NE immunofluorescence relative to the MN dendrites was assessed by analyzing the density of NE 
labelling in regions surrounding dendritic segments. Dendritic segments that remained in a relatively uniform z-plane 
were selected for analysis to eliminate potential problems associated with non-uniform antibody penetration in the 
z-axis as well as non-uniform laser penetration. Sub-volumes were created that contained each dendritic segment 
and surrounding local space up to a distance of 10 mm (E). An identical sub-volume was created for the NE immuno-
reactive field. A 3-dimensional mask of the dendrite was created within the NE field and a distance map of the space 
around the dendrite created (F). This distance map defined the distance from every voxel (3-D equivalent of a pixel) 
in the sub-volume to the nearest point of the dendrite and was used to determine, as a function of distance from the 
dendrite, the fraction of the volume surrounding the dendrite occupied by NE immunofluorescence.
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Tests of this technique using computer-generated, 
random and clustered NE distributions confirmed 
that a randomly distributed field of NE-containing 
fibers would produce a flat distribution plot while a 
field distributed preferentially in close proximity to 
the MN dendrites would produce a plot that peaked 
near the origin (the dendrite) and then declined with 
increasing distance from the origin (data not shown).
Using this analysis the radial distribution of NE 

immunoreactivity around individual dendrites on the 
same cell was found to be highly variable. Some den-
drites had levels of NE that declined with increasing 
radial distance (Fig. 8A, dendrites a, c & d), while 
others had low NE labelling close to the dendrite (Fig. 
8B, dendrite b). Of 48 dendrite segments analyzed, 
15 exhibited a distribution profile that peaked within 
the first 1 mm and declined with increasing radial dis-
tance. To assess the likelihood that these distributions 

Fig. 8. - Noradrenergic modulation of XII motoneuron dendritic tree may not be uniform but compartmentalized. A) 
Location of 11 NE varicosities (grey) found within 1.5 mm of the cell soma and dendrites. B) Plots of NE density as 
a function of distance from the cell and some of its processes (a,b,c,d) reveal a non-uniform distribution of nore-
pinephrine, with concentrations falling as distance from the cell increases for some of the dendrites (a, d, c) but 
not others (b). C) Distribution of NE immunofluorescence around dendrite “d” and the mean ±95% CI for random 
alignment of the NE field. D) Distribution of data for dendrite “d” misaligned by ±1-4 mm in the x-plane indicating 
that highest NE immunofluorescence is detected at the origin.
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were obtained by chance, multiple distribution plots 
for each dendrite segment were calculated using 20 
randomly misaligned NE datasets in order to generate 
mean distribution ±95% CI plots against which cor-
rectly aligned data were compared. Eleven of these 
15 dendritic segments exhibited a distribution plot 
in which the peak over the first 1 mm exceeded the 
95% CI for random alignment (Fig. 8C). Thus, every 
MN examined had at least one dendritic segment that 
received noradrenergic innervation at a concentra-
tion higher than would be expected by chance alone. 
Further confirmation was sought by misaligning the 
data fields by ±0.3-3 mm in the x-plane to test that the 
highest peak was generated at the origin. In 8 of these 
11 dendrite segments, the highest distribution peak 
was generated at the origin (Fig. 8D).
While our analysis was limited to primary and sec-
ondary dendrites, data suggest that the dendritic tree 
does not receive a uniform noradrenergic innerva-
tion but is compartmentalized. Functionally, the 
implication is that noradrenergic inputs will differ-
entially modulate inputs arriving on different parts 
of the dendritic tree. Whether the regions of the 
tree receiving the greatest NE innervation receive 
a prominent inspiratory input, and whether this 
distribution changes developmentally remain to be 
determined. In addition, if NE is released via volume 
transmission it remains possible that a uniform con-
centration of NE will be established within the XII 
nucleus, despite a non-uniform distribution of vari-
cosities, especially at high levels of NE cell activ-
ity. The heterogeneous distribution of varicosities 
however, supports compartmentalized modulation 
of the dendritic tree, at least during periods when NE 
neuron activity is low.

Summary

In summary, we have presented evidence that matu-
ration of the noradrenergic network that modulates 
XII MN excitability is a highly coordinated process 
involving parallel development of MN sensitivity, 
noradrenergic neurons that project to the XII nucleus 
and the innervation of the XII nucleus by NE nerve 
terminals. One consequence of this developmental 
process is an augmented potentiation of XII inspirato-

ry output, which may serve to maintain airway stabil-
ity in the face of developmental reductions in intrinsic 
MN excitability. Given the demonstrated potential 
for compartmentalized modulation of the dendritic 
tree, determining whether this enhancement of excit-
ability applies to all classes of synaptic input or is 
specific for inspiratory drive will require examination 
of functionally-identified inputs that are processed by 
the dendritic tree in a physiological manner.
On faster time scales, while active inhibitory mecha-
nisms (as well as cholinergic and other monoami-
nergic systems) should not be overlooked, norad-
renergic disfacilitation is a major factor in the 
state-dependent control of XII MN excitability. 
Cellular mechanisms underlying NE disfacilitation 
will include loss of TASK1/TASK3 K+ channel 
inhibition and the associated hyperpolarization and 
decreased RN. However, based on the presence of 
PICS in XII MNs and the importance of amine-sen-
sitive PICS in maintaining the excitability of spinal 
MNs, downregulation of amine-sensitive PICs in 
REM sleep is a potentially significant contributor to 
REM sleep atonia that demands further examination 
not only in XII MNs but MNs in general.
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